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The Witchs Journal
Celebrate the changing
of the seasons and the
beauty and power of the
Moon, the Stars, and the
Sun. Written by a Witch
who has spent many years
teaching the Craft of
Wicca to newcomers, this
introductory guide
presents everything you
need to know for
successful witchery,
including: • An
essential set of
instructions and
guidelines for beginning
the practice of the
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Ancient arts • An
overview of Wiccan
beliefs, laws, rules,
and principles •
Directions for creating
and using basic tools of
the Craft—athame, wand,
cup, pentacle, cauldron,
broom, black mirror, and
meditation • Easy-tofollow instructions for
altar setup, circlecasting, building power,
Deity invocation, and
more • An assortment of
miscellaneous spells,
chants, and invocations
for a variety of
purposes Walk the path
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of the Witch—live in
harmony and balance, and
discover the sacred
within the natural world
with The Craft.
Book of Shadows: Wiccan
Large Blank Spell
Book/Grimoire/Potion Log
Looking for a beautiful
Wicca Blank Book of
Shadows to record your
spells? This is the
perfect companion of a
real Witch. Other
features include: *
Large 8.5x11 120 Blank
Pages * Amazing Deluxe
SoftCover * Excellent,
thick binding and
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durable white paper
A Witch's Journal and
Grimoire for the modern
witch. Measuring 8" x
10" with 100 pages, this
paperback notebook
includes both blank and
lined pages - and 13
special pages at the end
of the book, for
recording magickal
spells and rituals.
Perfect for creating a
Book of Shadows! This
glossy paperback
features a wonderfully
witchy wooden door and
broomstick and a funny
"Out of the Broom
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Closet" slogan on the
front cover. A fun
Journal for making notes
when studying the Craft,
learning about the
occult, Wicca and
witchcraft. Use it for
writing down ideas for
magickal workings, spell
casting, magical
correspondences and
substitutes, moon cycles
and phases, astrological
information and
planetary influences.
Write down your
favourite witchy recipes
for aromatherapy,
incense, oils and brews.
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Make notes about
crystals and gemstones
and their magickal
attributes. Use it to
record Tarot, Rune and
Oracle readings. Or for
astrology - astrological
observations and
horoscopes. Write about
any signs, symbols and
synchronicities which
occur and when 'stuff
happens'! Note down
information about your
animal guides and
familiars. Use this
glossy notebook for
writing about your diety
and connections to the
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Gods and Goddesses. Make
plans for celebrating
the sabbats and the
turning of the wheel.
List ideas for Halloween
crafts and decorations.
Sketch ideas for carving
your pumpkins! These are
just a few suggestions
for using this witch's
journal - I'm sure you
can think of many more!
A great gift idea for
your favourite Wiccan,
for a birthday,
Halloween or Yule.
Spell Book: Blank
Grimoire Magic Spell
Book Journal Keep the
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CRAFT ALIVE - store your
rituals in one special
place with this blank
magic spell journal
book. Large 8" x 10"
Softback Blank Spell
Book / Book of Shadows /
Grimoire Sixty spacious
spell record pages with
space to log: - Purpose
of Spell, - Participants
- Deities Invoked - Moon
Cycle - Ingredients Equipment Manifestation Date Plus
60 additional pages for
drawing and additional
notes At the Front is a
blank spell index to
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personalize. So, as your
grimoire fills up, you
can always quickly
locate the spell you
want. Thick white paper
minimizes ink bleedthrough. EXTERIOR:
Cover: Tough glossy
paperback. Binding:
Secure professional
trade paperback binding,
i.e. it's built to last;
pages won't fall out
after a few months of
use. Dimensions: 20.3 x
25.4 cm (8" x 10").
Ideal gift for the magic
lover in your life.
#WiccanWays
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#wiccansupplies #Wicca
#wiccanwomen
#wiccantools #wiccanlife
#wiccawitch
#wiccareligion #witch
#spells #wizard Blessed
Be!
The Witch's Journal: 14
Cursed Pages Diary
Spells, Rituals,
Sabbats, and Journal
Grimoire
The Witch's Heart
The Witch's Diary
The Book of Shadows
The Starting Journal for
Young Witches in
Training to Write Their
Own Spells & Create Some
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of Their Own Special
Magic
Need help to find new love or a better
job, get a cranky boss to lighten up,
release stress or simply find a parking
space? The Witch's Journal is full of
charms, spells, potions, enchantments,
lore and simple rituals. Unlike many
spell books, the tools and ingredients
listed in these pages are common
household items (and if not, then an
easy-to-find alternative is
recommended). Pitched at apprentice
spellcasters, the content is presented in a
graphic and attractive way making it a
book to dip in and dip out of, learning as
you go. Based on Wiccan philosophy,
this book provides practical, hands-on
information for spellcraft that is easy to
understand and simple to use. It offers a
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complete magical introduction, including
creating a sacred place, magical ethics,
the magical properties of colour,
common herbs, stones and flowers.
About the author Selene Silverwind has
been a practising witchcraft for over 15
years. She has taught workshops on love
magic at Pagan conventions and book
shops and is the author of two Wiccan
romance novels and two non-fiction
guides: Magic for Lovers and The
Everything Paganism Book. Silverwind
is also a co-founder of Pagan Pride Los
Angeles, a religious tolerance group
affiliated with the Pagan Pride.
The perfect day planner and journal to
organize the dis-organized witch.
Includes images and excerpts from
Pebbles in Hot Soup, the forthcoming
first book in the October City Vampire
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Tales series. Also includes, monthly
calendar pages that are not dated, so
they can be used ANY YEAR. Also
includes, a gemstone guide, color
correspondences, elemental information,
spells, recipes, and more. A must for
pagan, wicca, witchcraft, vampire,
comic, or gothic fans.
Craft a life filled with your own
magic--a guided grimoire journal for
new witches A witch's grimoire, or book
of spells, is their magical companion and
most powerful tool--and The Grimoire
Journal is your personal guide to
building your own. Learn to bless your
home, scry with stars, craft your own
tarot reading, or brew an enchanted tea.
Then follow the journal prompts to
create your own spells, recipes, and
rituals for clearing writer's block,
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protecting a friend, opening yourself up
to new opportunities, and so much more.
The Grimoire Journal provides: For all
kinds of magic--You'll work with
candles, crystals, herbs, and more. Plus,
find inspiration in quotes about magic,
illustrations of the moon phases, and a
write-in Wheel of the Year. Empower
yourself--Tune in to your inner magic
and develop a custom keepsake that will
evolve along with your craft. Ample
writing space--Find plenty of room to
reflect on the included spells, along with
enough space to write your own.
Explore, channel, and preserve your
magic with a journal that guides you as
you build a beautiful grimoire.
This is a "hands-on" journal - pictures to
color, extra pages for your own recipes,
and lots of lists to add your own
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personal touches throughout. Lots of
witchy tidbits to satisfy the inner witch in
you, including candle colors and their
meanings, how to read tea leaves, tree
magic, animal magic, and lots, lots more.
With this book, being a witch has just
become so much fun! In fairy-tales of
long ago, witches dressed in flowing
black gowns, wore pointy hats, and flew
around on broomsticks at night. By the
light of the silvery moon, they would
steal little children from their beds... I'm
sure some still do, but know this - not all
witches have pointy noses, warts and eat
small children. Some are just ordinary
people, men, and women, who happen to
believe there is magic in this world. The
Witches' Journal (book 1) is a fun
collection of lots of things magical from
a coven of whimsical folk. We hope you
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enjoy the words and pictures contained
within these pages. Blessed are those
who carry kindness and love in their
hearts, for they shall always have magic
in their lives! I believe, so mote it be.
A Witch's Book of Shadows
The Practical Witch's Spell Book
A Daily Journal for Manifesting a Truly
Magickal Life
The Beginner Witch
A Witch's Journal
Witchionary

The Beginner Witch is a cute
way to create and journal all of
your mystical spells in the one
place. With the journal's
unique custom interior of
templates, you can be
reminded that your magic is
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real and ready for you to 'cast
your spell'. This journal will
help young witches to develop
their creativity and
imagination along with the
opportunity to improve their
drawing and writing skills.
This journal includes: Cover
page to include your name
Spell Name and Purpose of
the Spell Date, Time and Moon
Phase Ingredients and
Instructions Words of Power
and Break the Spell
Observations and Notes
Perfect 7 x 10-inch size with
100 pages to record all details
and notes High Quality
paperback design Gloss
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Cover for improved durability
This would make a wonderful
keepsake journal or gift for
someone special.
The Book of Shadows is your
all-in-one journal resource for
learning the basics of
witchcraft, performing over 40
spells and rituals,
documenting your spellwork,
and then reflecting on your
inner witch with creative
prompts to transform your life.
** Premium 70# Paper
Hardback Version** NEW
COVER -- ORIGINALLY
PUBLISHED OCT. 2016 Have
You Always Known You Were
Magic? A "Book of Shadows"
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is a journal to record your
path of magic. If you seek it,
magic will unfold before you in
fantastic ways. All you have to
do is take the first curious
steps and follow where it
leads. Let your journey unfold
as you color enchanting
illustrations and record your
own spells and discoveries on
the pages within this book.
Follow your magic and find
out what powers you have...
waiting to be unlocked!
Printed only on one side of the
page. 70+ pages of coloring,
framed notes, and enchanting
illustrations. Find your magic
with coloring and creativity
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The original black and white
Witch's Journal by Alex
Aldeen. Paperback journal for
personal use. This journal is
full of witchy surprises. Each
page holds delicate designs to
inspire the witch in you!
Perfect for: Books of Shadows
Spell Book Shadow work
journal Personal journal
Grimoir
Witch's Journal & Workbook
The Witches' Journal
A Guided Journal for the
Modern Witch
Coloring Book of Shadows
Caution Witch at Work
Witch's Journal with
Broomstick Pentagram
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Symbol: 5 X 8 Paperback with
110 Dot Grid, Lined and Spell
Pages. Book of Shadows,
Wiccan Notebook and
Grimoire.
A Book of Shadows is a journal where
witches record their spells--and this
keepsake one, by the authors of
Wiccapedia, accompanies that stylish
guide. It features basic information
distilled from Wiccapedia on spells,
key herbs and crystals, moon phases
and magick, and more. In the journal
portion, witches can note the details of
their spellcraft, including the date,
ingredients, phase of the moon . . . and
results.
When a banished witch falls in love
with the legendary trickster Loki, she
risks the wrath of the gods in this
moving, subversive national bestselling
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debut novel that reimagines Norse
mythology. Angrboda’s story begins
where most witches' tales end: with a
burning. A punishment from Odin for
refusing to provide him with knowledge
of the future, the fire leaves Angrboda
injured and powerless, and she flees
into the farthest reaches of a remote
forest. There she is found by a man
who reveals himself to be Loki, and her
initial distrust of him transforms into a
deep and abiding love. Their union
produces three unusual children, each
with a secret destiny, who Angrboda is
keen to raise at the edge of the world,
safely hidden from Odin’s all-seeing
eye. But as Angrboda slowly recovers
her prophetic powers, she learns that
her blissful life—and possibly all of
existence—is in danger. With help from
the fierce huntress Skadi, with whom
she shares a growing bond, Angrboda
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must choose whether she’ll accept the
fate that she’s foreseen for her beloved
family...or rise to remake their future.
From the most ancient of tales this
novel forges a story of love, loss, and
hope for the modern age.
The Witch's JournalCharms, Spells,
Potions and EnchantmentsApple Press
Do you feel disconnected from the
season, like you're not observing the
Wheel of the Year in a way that brings
you nearer to the universe and it's
ultimate plan? IMBOLC: A Witch's
Journal & Workbook can help you get
back on track during the Imbolc
season. Includes: Monthly & Weekly
Planner Pages Guided Journal
Prompts to center yourself Seasonal
Correspondences Activity Ideas for All
Ages Decorating Ideas Movies to
Watch Ideas to Honor Your Ancestors
Food & Drink Ideas 12-Month
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Divination Record for New Year, with
space for reflection on your readings
100 cream high-quality pages Soft,
glossy colorful cover Page illustrations
and frames Ideal gift for pagans and
witches in both hemispheres, undated
pages! Scroll up and grab several
copies of this treasure for yourself and
your friends and family!
The Witch's Kitchen Move Along
Nothing to See Just Stirring Up Some
Magic
2022 Witch's Diary
A Place to Record Spells, Rituals,
Recipes, and More
The Mindful Witch
A Unique Collection of Charms, Spells,
Potions and Enchantments
Embody Your Magick
The modern witch is able to tap into
intuitive wisdom and cast practical
spells while at the same time being
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loyal, considerate, a good listener, a
lover of nature and open-minded. This
unique journal will help you to develop
these qualities - and more - on a
magical journey. It provides tools and
techniques to improve your life, from
learning about amulets, candles,
crystals, pentacles, chalices and
altars, to basic spellcasting and
seasonal festivals and rituals. There is
space throughout the journal for filling
in your own thoughts, experiences,
spells and milestones, and you can dip
into it at any point along the way.
Whether you want to learn to meditate,
discover the meaning of different
colours, or cast spells to give you
courage or make new friends, this
journal will inspire you to find out more
about witchcraft and put your learning
into practice.
Despite the setbacks of losing her
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job(s) and getting a cockroach familiar,
Hester the witch perseveres in her
goal to receive her Adept degree.
A Witch's Journal and Grimoire for the
modern witch. Measuring 8" x 10" with
100 pages, this paperback notebook
includes both blank and lined pages and 13 special pages at the end of the
book, for recording magickal spells
and rituals. Perfect for creating a Book
of Shadows! This glossy paperback
features the Cheeky Witch Purple
Pagan Heart Symbol on the front
cover. A fun Journal for making notes
when studying the Craft, learning
about the occult, Wicca and witchcraft.
Use it for writing down ideas for
magickal workings, spell casting,
magical correspondences and
substitutes, moon cycles and phases,
astrological information and planetary
influences. Write down your favourite
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witchy recipes for aromatherapy,
incense, oils and brews. Make notes
about crystals and gemstones and
their magickal attributes. Use it to
record Tarot, Rune and Oracle
readings. Or for astrology - astrological
observations and horoscopes. Write
about any signs, symbols and
synchronicities which occur and when
'stuff happens'! Note down information
about your animal guides and
familiars. Use this glossy notebook for
writing about your diety and
connections to the Gods and
Goddesses. Make plans for
celebrating the sabbats and the
turning of the wheel. List ideas for
Halloween crafts and decorations.
Sketch ideas for carving your
pumpkins! These are just a few
suggestions for using this witch's
journal - I'm sure you can think of
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many more! A great gift idea for your
favourite Wiccan, for a birthday,
Halloween or Yule.
Put your thoughts, dreams, and spells
to paper in this one-of-a-kind guided
journal, a must-have for spell-casters
of all levels. The Practical Witch's
Guided Journal includes prompts for
recording spells and ritual work for
love, joy, prosperity, work, money,
health and healing, and more.
Featuring gorgeous illustrations from
The Practical Witch's Spell Book, this
charming journal is perfect for anyone
with a penchant for the magical.
Wiccans , Witch, Pagans : a Diary to
Record Charms, Spells, Potions,
Enchantments, Lore and Simple
Rituals
Book of Shadows
Bring Positive Magic Into Your Life
The Craft Companion
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Out of the Broom Closet Witch's
Journal Blank Wiccan Notebook and
Grimoire
The Grimoire Journal

Blank Witch's Journal or
Book of Shadows 5" x 8"
Glossy Paperback
Notebook 110 pages
including Dot Grid,
Journal and Spell Pages
Cheeky Witch(r)
Sisterhood Broomstick
Pentagram Symbol A
Witch's Journal and
Grimoire for the modern
witch. Measuring 5" x 8"
with 110 pages, this
paperback notebook is a
smller size to fit in
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your purse (or handbag
for witches in the UK!).
It includes alternate
dot grid and lined
journal pages - and 13
special spell pages at
the end of the book, for
recording magickal
spells and rituals.
Perfect for creating a
Book of Shadows! This
glossy black paperback
features the Cheeky
Witch(r) Sisterhood
Broomstick Pentagram
Symbol on the front
cover. A fun Journal for
making notes when
studying the Craft,
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learning about the
occult, Wicca and
witchcraft. Use it for
writing down ideas for
magickal workings, spell
casting, magical
correspondences and
substitutes, moon cycles
and phases, astrological
information and
planetary influences.
Write down your
favourite witchy recipes
for aromatherapy,
incense, oils and brews.
Make notes about
crystals and gemstones
and their magickal
attributes. Use it to
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record Tarot, Rune and
Oracle readings. Or for
astrology - astrological
observations and
horoscopes. Write about
any signs, symbols and
synchronicities which
occur and when 'stuff
happens'! Note down
information about your
animal guides and
familiars. Use this
glossy notebook for
writing about your diety
and connections to the
Gods and Goddesses. Make
plans for celebrating
the sabbats and the
turning of the wheel.
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List ideas for Halloween
crafts and decorations.
Sketch ideas for carving
your pumpkins! These are
just a few suggestions
for using this witch's
journal - I'm sure you
can think of many more!
A great gift idea for
your favourite Wiccan,
or sister witch for a
birthday, Halloween or
Yule. Maybe you'll one
each for the whole
coven!
In these 84 pages, there
is Magic. You want to
write down and save
charms, spells, potions,
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enchantments, lore and
simple rituals. This is
made especially for
these charming magical
moments and Always keep
your spells secret. The
magic number is 14. With
14 pages repeated six
times, 84 pages Candle's
colour meaning. Witch
calendar On Colored
pages 6 x 9 in.
A complete introduction
to modern magic and
witchcraft with spells
and incantations for
love, happiness, and
success. The Practical
Witch's Spell Book is an
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enchanting handbook for
anyone with a penchant
for the magical and who
wants to add joy to
their daily life. To
practice witchcraft is
to be purposeful whether
it's to help heal, bring
about prosperity, imbue
your home with
positivity, or even to
fall in love. To be a
practical witch is to
tap into an inner place
of intention, energy,
and magic to bring about
positive change in your
life and those of your
loved ones. With life's
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increasingly frenetic
pace, a magical approach
to living is more
important now than ever.
In this must-have guide
for spell-casters of all
levels you will find
hundreds of spells,
blessings, and
incantations for love
and romance, contentment
and happiness, success
and prosperity, health
and healing, work and
vocation, and money and
wealth, all to enrich
your mind and spirit,
and to improve your life
and the world around
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you. Also included are
ritual resources,
magical correspondences,
lucky colors and
numbers, moon spells,
and all the essential
tools you need for
making magic.
My Witchy Journal: Dot
Grid Bullet Journal For
Wiccans, Witches, Mages,
Druids.Journal to record
rituals and spellcasting
sessions. Created for
the beginners and
experts witches,
Wiccans, Mages, Druids,
Pagans and other new age
magick practitioners.
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This Practical Journal
features Dot grid
papers, There is plenty
of room inside for:
Writing rituals Planning
sabbats Journaling your
feelings Doodle, write,
or college. 110 Pages
7"x10 Perfect size Great
gift for Wiccans and
pagans.
A Beginner Witch's
Definition Journal Guide
to Rituals + Words +
Symbols (6x9 Soft Matter
Cover Journal with
Resources for Any
Lightworker, Healer, Or
Witch).
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My Witch's Journal
The Witch's Journal
Sisterhood
The Witch's Journal,
October City Vampire
Tales
Witch's Journal Blank
Wiccan Notebook and
Grimoire
Does your heart feel the
pull of nature or do you
hear the whispers of the
ancestors on the breeze?
Do you bask in the power
of the sun and the moon,
welcome the cycles of
the seasons and yearn
for a deep connection
with the earth? Witches
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have been around since
the beginning of time,
harnessing magick and
connecting with higher
powers. They were Wise
Ones of the village
using their knowledge of
nature to heal the sick
and restore balance to
the world around them.
The 2022 Witch's Diary
will awaken the witch
within and help you
discover the freedom to
express who you truly
are. This practical
guide will show you how
to harness the magic of
nature, reclaim your
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personal power through
the discovery of ancient
wisdom and embracing the
feminine divine. You
will journey through the
year, learning to work
with the forces of
nature through spell
work, incantations,
rituals, sigils, age-old
recipes and charms using
herbs, candles and
crystals. A must-have
magical tool for anyone
who has a love of the
natural world and wants
to bring the power and
magick of the Old Ways
A guided journal for the
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growing number of
witchcraft practitioners
Witches can’t control
the world outside
themselves without first
mastering their own
inner world. It takes
steady devotion and
courage to practice this
ancient craft. The
Mindful Witch is a
meditative daily guide
for witches of all
levels to help them
summon strength from
within, focus their
energy, and practice
witchcraft in an
empowering and effective
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way. Whether it’s a
crystal bath to restore
their energy, a handmade
tea to revive their
passion, or a burning
candle whose glow offers
protection, each page
offers tips and
inspiration for everyday
magick. Reflective
witches will enjoy
plenty of space to write
the day’s intentions and
desires, craft spells,
and track the phases of
the moon so they can
better harness its power
and manifest their
future. With The Mindful
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Witch to guide you, you
can add a satisfying
dose of self-nourishment
and craft to your daily
life and conjure your
best self.
Introduce more magick
and creativity into your
everyday life with this
inspirational journal
and spellbook Through a
series of inspirational
and creative prompts,
Embody Your Magick will
help readers embrace
their inner witch, no
matter where they are on
their spiritual journey.
Gabriela Herstik offers
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up powerful meditations
and rituals, space for
notes and spells, and
information on lunar
practices, color magick,
sacred herbs, tarot
suits, and more, so that
we can all better
connect to the universe
and our inner light.
Book of Shadows Spell
Journal This blank Book
of Shadows contains
table of contents pages
to fill out and has
numbered pages so you
can easily find your
spells without having to
look through the whole
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book. There are
alternate spell record
pages and blank pages.
This will allow you to
record your spells and
rituals and make further
notes, journal about
your experiences or draw
out sigils and symbols.
There are also 10 extra
lined pages at the back.
The first page also has
a Book of Shadows
blessing. This Magic
Journal is ideal for
keeping detailed records
of your spells, recipes,
rituals and other
magickal experiences.
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All the pages feature
attractive and
decorative borders. The
spell record pages
include sections for;
Date Name of Caster Name
of Ritual or Spell
Participants Deities
invoked Moon Phase
Ingredients Description
Immediate Feelings and
effects Manifestation
Date and Results
Dimensions; Large 8"x10"
size gives plenty of
space for writing 162
pages of cream paper
Durable matte finish
paperback cover
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The Practical Witch's
Guided Journal
A Wiccan/Witches Journal
for Writing Your Own
Spells and Rituals;
Dragon Cover Design
Witch's Journal, Blank
Notebook and Grimoire
The Modern Witch's
Journal
The Modern Witch Tarot
Journal
Spell Book: Blank Grimoire
Magic Spell Book Journal
Keep OLD TRADITIONS
ALIVE - store your rituals in
one special place with this
blank magic spell journal
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book. Large 8" x 10"
Softback Blank Spell Book /
Book of Shadows / Grimoire
Sixty spacious spell record
pages with space to log: Purpose of Spell, Participants - Deities
Invoked - Moon Cycle Ingredients - Equipment Manifestation Date Plus 60
additional pages for
drawing and additional
notes At the Front is a
blank spell index to
personalize. So, as your
grimoire fills up, you can
always quickly locate the
spell you want. Thick white
paper minimizes ink bleedthrough. EXTERIOR: Cover:
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Tough glossy paperback.
Binding: Secure
professional trade
paperback binding, i.e. it's
built to last; pages won't
fall out after a few months
of use. Dimensions: 20.3 x
25.4 cm (8" x 10"). Ideal
gift for the magic lover in
your life. #WiccanWays
#wiccansupplies #Wicca
#wiccanwomen
#wiccantools #wiccanlife
#wiccawitch #wiccareligion
#witch #spells #wizard
Blessed Be!
A Witch's Journal and
Grimoire for the modern
witch. Measuring 8" x 10"
with 100 pages, this
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paperback notebook
includes both blank and
lined pages - and 13 special
pages at the end of the
book, for recording
magickal spells and rituals.
Perfect for creating a Book
of Shadows! This purple
glossy paperback features a
pentacle pattern on the
cover. A fun Journal for
making notes when
studying the Craft, learning
about the occult, Wicca and
witchcraft. Use it for
writing down ideas for
magickal workings, spell
casting, magical
correspondences and
substitutes, moon cycles
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and phases, astrological
information and planetary
influences. Write down your
favourite witchy recipes for
aromatherapy, incense, oils
and brews. Make notes
about crystals and
gemstones and their
magickal attributes. Use it
to record Tarot, Rune and
Oracle readings. Or for
astrology - astrological
observations and
horoscopes. Write about
any signs, symbols and
synchronicities which occur
and when 'stuff happens'!
Note down information
about your animal guides
and familiars. Use this
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glossy notebook for writing
about your diety and
connections to the Gods
and Goddesses. Make plans
for celebrating the sabbats
and the turning of the
wheel. List ideas for
Halloween crafts and
decorations. Sketch ideas
for carving your pumpkins!
These are just a few
suggestions for using this
witch's journal - I'm sure
you can think of many
more! A great gift idea for
your favourite Wiccan, for a
birthday, Halloween or
Yule.
Two sisters, two servants,
one husband who's their 1st
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cousin, 13 kids, and enough
drama to drive you crazy.
It's funny how we often look
at other people's lives and
have so much to say. Not
even looking your own way.
It's even funnier how God
revealed the story of Leah
and Rachel to me. They
lived long before Jesus.(I'm
talking B.C)Here I am now
in the 21st century trying to
figure out why their story is
me. Here's to sisterhood!
The perfect journal for
beginning and teen witches,
pagans, and Wiccans. This
easy-to-follow guide helps
magical practitioners selfreflect on their rituals,
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meditations, and spells.
Excellent journal for
shadow work. Track the
moon cycles, observations
during ritual, which
magical tools were used,
and which gods or
goddesses were invoked.
This handy diary makes a
perfect and portable Book
of Shadows.
My Witchy Shit
Spell Journal | Wicca Blank
Book of Shadows | Witch
Journal
The Witch's Market
My Pagan Heart
Diary for Writing Down the
Dreams Just After You
Wake Up. Describe Feelings
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and Emotions. Give It a
Title. Log If It's Recurring,
Lucid Or Positive. Checkbox
for Moon Phase
Imbolc
The Witch's Journal of Dreams This is
specially designed for Witches to build a
habit of writing down your dreams just
after you wake up when you remember
the most of it. Describe your feelings and
emotions. Give a title to your dream. Log
if the dream is recurring or lucid, is it a
nightmare, neutral or positive one.
Checkbox for the moon phase if You
want- You have a special place for it.
Enjoy and repeat. Every day! size: 7x10
inches premium matt finish cover
paperback 150 pages
Witchionary is a 6x9 soft matter cover
journal with a bullet format interior (120
cream dot grid pages). A beginner witch's
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definition guide to rituals + words +
symbols contain definition pages of the
most commonly used witchy terms, occult
holidays, and ritual overviews in the front
of the journal. It doesn't matter where
you are on your witch journey, sometimes
there are just too many rituals, witchy
words, and symbols to remember. The
blank dot grid pages can serve as space
for a mini beginner Book of
Shadows.This is a perfect gift for new
witches, baby witches, seasoned witches,
green witches, kitchen witches, plant
witches, sea witches, eclectic witches,
herbal witches, and any other kind of
witch there is to identify as.Journal is
perfect for newbies in a spiritual
awakening, lucid dreams, telepathic
memories, and recording astral plane
traveling for Visionaries, Psychics,
Telekinesis, Tarot Card Readers6x9 Soft
Matte Cover120 dot grid pages
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(excluding the resource
pages)(Paperback)
From the author of Secret of a Thousand
Beauties and Peach Blossom Pavilion
comes a beautifully written novel of selfdiscovery and intrigue. ChineseAmerican assistant professor Eileen
Chen specializes in folk religion at her
San Francisco college. Though her
grandmother made her living as a
shamaness, Eileen publicly dismisses
witchcraft as mere superstition. Yet
privately, the subject intrigues her. When
a research project takes her to the
Canary Islands—long rumored to be home
to real witches—Eileen is struck by the
lush beauty of Tenerife and its blend of
Spanish and Moroccan culture. A
stranger invites her to a local market
where women sell amulets, charms, and
love spells. Gradually Eileen immerses
herself in her exotic surroundings,
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finding romance with a handsome young
furniture maker. But as she learns more
about the lives of these self-proclaimed
witches, Eileen must choose how much
trust to place in this new and seductive
world, where love, greed, and vengeance
can be as powerful, or as destructive, as
any magic.
Funny Cheeky Witch(r) Notebook 8" x
10" Glossy Paperback 100 pages
including blank and lined Journal pages
and Spell Pages too! Wiccan Book of
Shadows Witch's Journal and Grimoire
for the modern witch. Measuring 8" x
10" with 100 pages, this paperback
notebook includes both blank and lined
pages - and 13 special pages at the end of
the book, for recording magickal spells
and rituals. Perfect for creating a Book
of Shadows! Features a Witch's Hat on a
yellow warning triangle and a funny
"Caution, Witch at Work" slogan on the
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front cover. A fun Journal for making
notes when studying the Craft, learning
about the occult, Wicca and witchcraft.
Use it for writing down ideas for
magickal workings, spell casting, magical
correspondences and substitutes, moon
cycles and phases, astrological
information and planetary influences.
Write down your favourite witchy recipes
for aromatherapy, incense, oils and
brews. Make notes about crystals and
gemstones and their magickal attributes.
Use it to record Tarot, Rune and Oracle
readings. Or for astrology - astrological
observations and horoscopes. Write about
any signs, symbols and synchronicities
which occur and when 'stuff happens'!
Note down information about your
animal guides and familiars. Use this
glossy notebook for writing about your
diety and connections to the Gods and
Goddesses. Make plans for celebrating
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the sabbats and the turning of the wheel.
List ideas for Halloween crafts and
decorations. Sketch ideas for carving
your pumpkins! These are just a few
suggestions for using this witch's journal
- I'm sure you can think of many more!
A great gift idea for your favourite
Wiccan, for a birthday, Halloween or
Yule.
Wiccapedia Journal
The Witch's Journal of Dreams
Book of Shadows: Wicca Large Blank
Spell Book Grimoire & Potion Log.
Witch Journal Notebook to Record
Wiccan Magic Spells (Witchcraft W
For Wisdom, Healing, and Self-Love
Dot Grid Journal For Wiccans, Witches,
Mages, Druids. Great Gift For Teen
Witch
Charms, Spells, Potions and
Enchantments
A witches book of shadows is one
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of the more important tools in
their arsenal, holding their spells
(both successful and not, ) their
divinations and of course all of
the correspondences that aid
them in their everyday craft.
Being able to reference your own
material is a great way to help
you become more confident in
your own craft, and to remember
all of the ingredients and
astrological timings that have
worked best for you. What you
have in your hands, is a
completely blank Book of
Shadows, to help any witch
organize their craft. This 150+
page journal, comes with preformatted spell, ritual, Sabbat and
divination pages, In the back of
the journal you'll find 15+ pages
of indexed correspondences
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ranging from colors, to moon
phases, herbs, tarot and much
more. Being completely blank and
dateless, this Journal is suited to
witches from all walks of life, and
either hemisphere, proving to be
an asset for all users from novice
to expert, Let this journal be your
starting point to creating your
perfect, personalized book of
shadows, and fall in love with
your craft.
The Crystals of Empire series
span the years of conflict
instigated by the efforts of Tyrus
Hammersvold, the creator of
powerful crystals capable of
restoring health or combining the
'qualities' of different species. The
Cosmic has thrust Kazi Boku into
the core of opposition to Tyrus'
efforts of dark domination. In
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reading The Witch's Journal, Kazi
confirms how the crystals perform
'miracles' by first extracting the
total life force from any creature.
He also discovers how new
creatures are being constructed
by Tyrus' manipulations of life
force. Tyrus, with a long life
extended by his murderous
crystals, has spent many
generations using his religion's
wealth and teachings to
indoctrinate the populace and
corrupt the aristocracy. Tyrus'
plans have now reached a
culmination of racial strife and
divisive hate to fuel a war he will
lead from behind the fa�ade of
his Temple. His minions will
attack Vissing from land and sea.
Kazi carries the truth he hopes
will ally Clousen and Bragetti,
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who have been warring for over a
hundred years. Only the
combined efforts of the Clousen
clans, Bragetti, and humans can
save Vissing from destruction.
The Witch's Kitchen Just Stirring
Up Some Magic
A Book of Shadows
Purple Witch's Journal with
Pentacles Pattern Blank Wiccan
Notebook and Grimoire
The Teen Witch's Journal: My First
Book of Shadows
For Love, Happiness, and Success
A Journal of Magick, Spells, &
Rituals
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